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Abstract. The extension of Moricz's strong law of large numbers to the von

Neumann algebras context is given.

1. Introduction

Let (Q, y., p) he a probability space and let (Xk : k > 1) be an orthogonal

sequence of random variables with finite second moments, i.e., EXk < co,

(k> 1) and EXkX, = 0, (k, I > 1, k ¿ I).
The most important result concerning the almost sure convergence of series of

pairwise orthogonal random variables is the well-known Rademacher-Menshov

theorem. This theorem asserts that if

oo

^(log k)EXk < oo,

then the series YlT=\ ̂ k ls convergent almost surely [8, 5], (cf. also [4, p. 164]).

(In this paper the logarithms are of base 2.) This theorem has a simple conse-

quence (via the Kronecker lemma) in the form of the following strong law of

large numbers.

If

E3 log2 k    v2
—2—EXk <oc,

k=\    K

then the first arithmetic means

Zn = \Í2Xk> (">D,
Jt=l

converge to 0 almost surely.
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The first means (Zn) of the sequence (Xn) are the special case (when a = 0)

of the Cesàro means of order a ( a real number)

K = -Ar-È<-kxk>    («>n,
nAn-\ k~\

where Aa0 = 1 and Aam = (a+mm) = ((a + 1)---(a + w))/m! for m > 1.

In particular, when a = 1 , we obtain

k=\   v '

Recently, in [6, 7] Moricz has shown that if

oo      i

J2T2EXk<0°>
k=[ K

then the means Tn converge to 0 almost surely.

The above result can obviously be treated as a strong law of large numbers

as well.

On the other hand, a great deal of work has been done lately to generalize

various strong limit theorems to the von Neumann algebras context (cf. Jajte

[2]).
Roughly speaking, in this case, the algebra Lx over a probability space

(Çl,AF,p) is replaced by an arbitrary von Neumann algebra M of operators

acting in a Hilbert space. The role of the measure p, more exactly, the integral

with respect to p , is played by a normal faithful state O on M. The classical

Egorov theorem makes it possible to introduce the analogue of the almost sure

convergence. The first and simplest version is known as the almost uniform

convergence of operators.

Many classical results have been extended for traces, i.e., for finite von Neu-

mann algebras. However, for states, the proofs are more complicated and need

some new approach (because, in general, the states are not subadditive on the

lattice of projections in a von Neumann algebra). One of the possibilities that

is very useful, in particular, in proving strong laws of large numbers, is a pow-

erful method of operator estimation which is based on a special case of the

noncommutative maximal ergodic theorem of Goldstein [1].

Recently, in [3] Jajte has extended the Rademacher-Menshov strong law of

large numbers to the von Neumann algebras case.

The aim of this paper is to give the analogue of Moricz's law of large numbers

in this case.

It is worthwhile noticing that the Rademacher-Menshov theorem does not

hold in this context because even in the classical case the limit of bounded

random variables can be unbounded. For this reason we can only consider the

extension of laws of large numbers just formulated.
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2. Preliminaries

Let us begin with some notations and definitions. Throughout the paper, M

will denote a er-finite von Neumann algebra of operators with a faithful normal

state O. For a projection p g M, always p = 1 — p , and \x\ = (x*x) for

x G M. We will often use the inequality

k=\

2

El      I2
\Xk\

k=\

where x., ... , x G M, which is implied by the Schwartz inequality x* y +

y*x < x*x + y*y for x, y G M.

We recall that a sequence (xn) in M converges almost uniformly to x G M,

(xn -* x a.u.) if, for each e > 0, there exists a projection p G M with

4>(p  ) < e and such that ||(xn - x)p\\ —► 0 as n —» oo.

We say that a sequence (xn) in Af is orthogonal (relative to the state O) if

0)(x*x/) = 0 for k¿l.
In the end, we formulate the theorem of Goldstein which is a basic tool in

our consideration.

Theorem 0. Let (an) be a sequence of positive operators in M and (en) a

sequence of positive numbers. Then there exists a projection p G M with

^(px)<2^eklQ>(ak)

k=\

and such that \\panp\\ < 2en for all n>\.

3. Main result

For a sequence of (xk) in M let us put

1   "

k=\

i—i   v '

/

Now, we extend Moricz's law of large numbers.

Theorem. Let (x ) be an orthogonal sequence in a von Neumann algebra M

with a faithful normal state O. If

oo     .

Ett^KI2^00'
fe=l K

then the Cesàro means t  = j¡ J2"k=x(i - (k - l)/n)xk -» 0 a.u.
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Proof. At the beginning, we adopt the idea which is well known in the theory of

orthogonal series; namely, the "dyadic" estimation. For every projection p G M

and 2" < m < 2n+   we have

IMH2 = Wm-h )P + hP\\2

<2\\(tm-tr)p\\2 + 2\\trp\\2

<2\\p\tm-tr\2p\\ + 2\\p\tr\2p\\.

Therefore, in order to show that t —► 0 a.u. when m —* oc, it is enough to

find, for every e > 0, a projection p g M with <t>(p ) < s and a sequence

(¿n) of positive numbers with èn —> 0 such that for « = 1,2,...,

(0) \\p\tr\2p\\ < SH, \\p\tm - tr\2p\\ <S„,        2n < m < 2"+1.

In the sequel, we are going to follow the general idea of Moricz, so the proof

will be done in several steps. The first two steps are similar to the classical case.

(i) First, we prove that

oo

(1) £<D(|Z2„|2)<oc,

«=0

In fact, by orthogonality, we have

<í>(\zn\2)=-2f:^(\xk\2).
n k=\

Thus,

oo oo       .       2

n=0 n=0 Z      fe=l

= ¿^>(i^i2)   E   i
k=\ {« :   2">k} Z

oo     .

< const E ^^d-^A-l ) < °°-
*=i k

(ii) Our next step is to prove that

oo

(2) £cp(|z2„-/2n|2)<oc,

n=0

Since

1    -
2n-tn = -2^k-^Xk
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a simple calculation gives that
-1/1

OO OO « 2

£<D(|z2„ - tr\2 = £ -L ^(Ac - l)20(|x,|2)
n=0 n=0 Z      /t=2

oo .

= ¿2(k-i)2*(\xk\2)   J2   ¿
fe=2 {« :   2">/c} ̂

00      .

< constE T2®(\xk\2) < °°-
fc=i *

By ( 1 ) and (2) we get
oo

(3) ^O(|/2n|2)<co.

n=0

(iii) Now, we shall estimate the operators

tm- t2n     for 2   < m <2

We have

thus, we get

Putting

m-'2»= E Ci-O-i):/
y=2" + l

|/m-/2»|2<(m-2")   2   IO-0-il2-
J=2" + l

■yn+i

,2

^ = 2" E lo-o-ii •     (">0),
;=2" + l

we obtain Dn g M, Dn>0 and

(4) l^-Í2"|2<D«     for2"<m<2"+1.

Now, we show that

(5) ¿<D(D„)<oo.

By the equality

/-/        ^((k-D(2j-l) 1     \

we obtain

^,ñ=£(fc~     ^W,
fc=i

<yUk-i)2(2j-x)2   __i_\      2
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and thus
2n+\

•(/>.)-2" E «(lO-'y-il2)
;=2" + l

<2" E EÍ(/C"41)2(2;V)2+ 2 '   ,Wf)
"   Àièiv   /ü-i)4      /o-DV   Ul

^•2- E Ett-^^i2)
■yn **n+

= 5-2"\Z*(\xk\2)   E
S ÄiA/-l)'

^« + 1 -*n + l

+ 5-2«   £  0(|x,|2)E?7f-r?

-,fl+l

<5.2"^0(|xJ2)   E   -2771,

fc=l

Hence, we get

,Ä,/ü-'f

*

oo oo . z

E^J^Et^-ttiE^KI2)
oo ,

= 5E*(W2)     E     T^TT?
k=\ ¡„ ■   2"+,>i-^ *>{n :   2"+l>A:}

1
< COnSt E ^""^^ lXA: I   ) < °°-

k=\ *

(iv) Let e > 0 be given. By (3) and (5) we can find a sequence of (e ) of

positive numbers such that en —► 0 and
oo

(6) ^e;%(\tr\2 + Dn)<^.
n=0

By Theorem 0 there is a projection p G M with <D(/?  ) < e and such that

\\p\tr\2p\\<2en,

\\pDnp\\<2en,        n>0.

Thus, we have by (4)

\\p\tm-tn\2p\\<\\pDnp\\<2en

which according to (0), ends the proof.
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